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Year 7 Retreat was held on Monday with 
the key theme being ‘Relationships’. 
Students started the morning with 
activities on the oval, which challenged 
their teamwork skills and further 
strengthened their skills communicating 
with each other. Working outside of 
their normal friendship groups, the Year 
7s had to work together to solve the 
puzzles, which were both mentally and 
physically testing.

Students then enjoyed a shared pizza 
lunch, coming together to enjoy a meal 
in the Demazenod Courtyard.  This then 
lead into the afternoon session, where 
we looked at the importance of their 
Year 7 journey so far, what has been the 
benefits, the challenges, the successes 
and finally what is their advice to future 
Gleeson Year 7’s.  However, we cannot 
forget the importance of faith and 
spirituality on a Retreat and formation 
day.  Therefore, in one of the sessions, 
our students wrote a five-finger prayer 
in relation to gratitude and thanks, and 
this was a great way to move into their 
final workshop session on Cyber Safety. 
The Cyber Safety session was a two-
part process, with students presented 
to first, then a second workshop was 
presented to our Year 7 parents and 
caregivers.  As a community, we want 
to provide our parents/caregivers the 
opportunity to share this journey with 
their children.

In the early evening, Year 7 students 
served a BBQ dinner to their parents 
and sat down for a family meal in Mary’s 
Courtyard.  This was a fantastic segway 
to our presentation of the inaugural Year 
7 cohort to the community.  Students 
received acknowledgement certificates 
to celebrate this special year in our 
College history.

We would like to say thank you to all the 
staff who contributed to make this day **MORE PHOTOS ON PAGES 4-6**

such a success, with special thanks to 
Mr Simon Barrett and Mr Jason Puttnins 
on their leading of the Retreat sessions 
and their involvement on the day.

Ms Rachel Staffin (RE Staff)
& Mr Adam Cibich (APRIM)

http://www.gleeson.sa.edu.au


A WORD FROM THE DEPUTY PRINCIPAL

Year 7 Retreat and Acknowledgement
On Monday, our inaugural Year 7 
students attended their Retreat day and 
an evening event acknowledging them 
as the first Year 7 group at Gleeson 
College and, in fact, the first Year 7 
group in any Catholic Education South 
Australian Secondary school.

The Retreat consisted of outdoor 
activities, a pizza lunch and rotations 
of activities in the afternoon including 
a cyber-safety talk from Cybersafe 
Families. Parents and families arrived at 
5pm and also attended a cyber-safety 
talk before being served a delicious 
dinner by their Year 7 child(ren). The 
evening culminated in the presentation 
of a certificate to each of the Year 7 
students acknowledging their work this 
year and their life-long learning into the 
future.

Year 12 Graduation Ball
The final step in the Year 12 journey at 
Gleeson College is the Graduation Ball. 
Held at the Adelaide Entertainment 
Centre on Tuesday night this week, 
the event concludes the academic 
year for our Year 12 students as they 
are presented as graduates to the 
community.

The evening was a fantastic celebration 
of our Class of 2018. They have truly 
been a remarkable year level and we 
wish them all the very best as they await 
their final grades in December.

Christmas Hampers
Our annual collection of non-perishable 
food and Christmas gifts for the needy in 
our community ends soon. The hampers 
will be collected by St Vincent de Paul 
in the coming weeks. It is important to 
recognise that once again our families 
and staff have given generously so that 
all may enjoy a merry Christmas. This 
strong sense of altruism and generosity 
is a hallmark of our community and 
something to be very proud of.

Year 9 Graduation & 2018 Presentation 
Evening > A Reminder
The Year 9 Graduation ceremony 
will be held next Tuesday afternoon, 
4 December, commencing at 2pm. 
Families of Year 9 students are invited 
to attend this event and you would 
have received details from Mr Bertram 
last week.

A reminder to all families about our 
2018 Presentation Evening, which 
will begin with a liturgy followed by 
the presentation of various awards to 
students. This will be held on Wednesday 
5 December in the Dame Roma Mitchell 
Centre, beginning at 7pm. All Year 7-10 
students are expected to attend the 

evening wearing the summer uniform, 
accompanied by family members.

As this will be my last Globe editorial 
for 2018. I would like to take this 
opportunity to wish you all a fantastic 
Christmas and a sensational New Year. I 
am very much looking forward to some 
leave in Term 1 but I am very excited 
about returning in Term 2 to continue 
our work together for the benefit of our 
children.

God Bless,

Mr Joe Corbo,
Deputy Principal 

Term 4 2018
26 - 30 Nov  Year 10 Exams
28 - 30   Year 11 to 12 Workshops
4 Dec   Year 9 Retreat + Year 9 Graduation Ceremony > DRMC (L6&7)
   **LAST DAY OF TERM 4 FOR YEAR 9 STUDENTS
5   2018 PRESENTATION EVENING > DRMC, 6.30pm
   **LAST DAY OF TERM 4 FOR YEAR 7 + YEAR 8 STUDENTS

Term 1 2019
29 Jan   FIRST DAY OF TERM 1 FOR YEAR 7 + NEW YEAR 8 STUDENTS
30   FIRST DAY OF TERM 1 FOR YEAR 9-12 + YEAR 8 STUDENTS   
   WHO ATTENDED GC AS YEAR 7 IN 2018
4 Feb   Student ID Card Photographs > MSP Photography
   Middle School Parent Information Evening (TBC)
11   Senior School Parent Information Evening (TBC)
17 - 18   2019 Student Leadership Camp

2018 GLEESON DIARY DATES >

**SEE MORE PHOTOS FROM YEAR 12 
GRADUATION IN NEXT WEEK’S ISSUE!!



TERM 4 WHOLE COLLEGE MASS > ‘Gratitude’

Gleeson College
Performing Arts Scholarships 2019
As part of Gleeson College’s vibrant Performing Arts Program, we are offering a 
number of scholarships in 2019. Selection will be based on audition and/or interview, 
which will be held at the College on Monday 3 December 2018.

Scholarships on offer in 2019 >
• Instrumental Scholarships > Applications open to Year 7 and Year 8 

students with considerable experience on their chosen instrument.

• Brass Scholarships > Open to ALL students interested in taking up a brass 
instrument (trumpet, trombone) as either their first or second instrument.  

Successful candidates are expected to participate fully in the College’s Performing 
Arts Program and undertake elective Music as a subject in Years 8 and 9. 
*Scholarships are for all or partial instrumental tuition only.

Auditions can be arranged by contacting Arts Coordinator, Mrs Carly 
Meakin, at the College on 8282 6457 during business hours or via email at:
carly.meakin@gleeson.catholic.edu.au

www.gleeson.sa.edu.au



YEAR 7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT > Congratulations to our Inaugural Year 7s!

7 BAR

7 HEW

7 PUT
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ENGAGING + AUTHENTIC LEARNING IN YEAR 8 CIBOBO CLASSROOM

In Term 4, in both English and HaSS, 
students have experienced hands-on 
learning in ‘real life’ situations. As an 
introduction to primary and secondary 
sources in History, students were asked 
to solve the real-life mystery-murder of 
Giuliano Medici in Renaissance Italy.  
Although culprits were found guilty and 
hanged, historians believe someone 
else may have been behind the attack.  
After watching a short clip based on 
the CSI TV show, our suspects were 
introduced.  Each student then took 
on the persona of a police investigator 
for CSI Florence. Our crime scene 
consisted of a body outline on the floor, 
with police report, murder weapons 
and an image of Giuliano’s skull.  Other 
evidence was scattered around the 
room for students to search for clues 
to whom they thought was behind the 
attack, such as a coded letter, a map, 
photos of the Medici home and bank 
records.  

Students chose to work in small groups, 
pairs or individually, recording their own 
theories with evidence to support them, 
on who was behind the attack.  At the 
end they each wrote an indictment on 
who they thought did ‘it’ and provided 
the evidence from the sources to 
prove it.  There were many theories, 
demonstrating that history can be 
interpreted in various ways, as well as 
be fun and relevant.

Another authentic learning experience 
for students was the 8 CIBOBO 
Advertising Invention Convention.  This 
time students worked for the imaginary 
CIBOBO Advertising Agency and were 
tasked with designing packaging, a 
digital or print advertisement, as well 
as a pitch to sell a new product.   They 
were expected to use the AIDA Theory 
of advertising in their work grabbing 
attention, interest, desire and a call to 
action.  Students were very creative 
with their ideas, working in pairs or 
small groups.  The class presented their 
products to a group of invited staff 
and peers, gaining more confidence 
with each pitch presentation.  Students 
received constructive feedback about 
their products and how their choice 
of language and structural features 
influenced customers.  It was wonderful 
to hear how each pitch developed, 

with students ad-libbing in response 
to questions about colour choice, price 
and how a product worked, among 
others.  Students were very engaged 
and excited about the convention, with 
a terrific energy in the room.  

Both activities allowed students to enjoy 
a practical approach to learning, as well 
as create a rewarding and memorable 
experience. Through engaging and 
authentic activities, students learned 
skills relevant to future careers in 
advertising, marketing, law and policing.

Mrs Tricia O’Boyle,
Year 8 CIBOBO Teacher

**MORE PHOTOS ON NEXT PAGE**
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RESULTS ARE IN! > Australian Mathematics Competition 2018

The results from the Australian 
Mathematics Competition, which 
students at Gleeson College sat on 
August 9, have now been released.  I 
am very pleased to announce the 
following achievements by our Gleeson 
students:

Of the 23 students who took part in the 
competition this year:
• 2 achieved a Participation Award
• 13 achieved a Proficiency Award
• 2 achieved a Credit Award
• 6 achieved a Distinction Award

Particular congratulations to Lachlan 
Cannard (7 HEW), Aidan Toonen (8 
FMHER), Jacob Jones (8 MMBON), 

Jackson Ryan (8 FMHER), Antonio 
Lippiello (8 MMCUA), and James 
Attick (8 DMCUR) who all achieved 
Distinctions.

In the Australian Mathematics 
Competition, students are asked to 
solve 30 problems in 75 minutes. 
The problems are designed to test 
mathematical thinking and questions 
are designed so that they can be 
answered just as quickly without a 
calculator as with one. The problems get 
more difficult through the competition, 
so that by the end even the most 
confident young mathematicians can 
be challenged.

Gleeson College will be entering the 
Australian Mathematics Competition 
again in 2019. Stay tuned next year for 
registration information!

Students will receive their certificates 
this morning in Care Group.

Mr Timothy Bond,
Numeracy Coordinator



YEAR 8 BIODIVERSITY > Students Visit SA Museum + Botanic Gardens
Two Year 8 classes visited the South 
Australian Museum and Adelaide 

Botanical Gardens on Wednesday 21 
November. The day was designed to 
provide students with an opportunity 

to explore the wide range of 
biodiversity that Adelaide has to offer.

Students have been learning about 
body systems and connections, and 
how organisms can adapt to their 
environment in order to survive,

during class this term. We began in the 
South Australian Museum, exploring 
the biodiversity exhibit, and allowing 
students an opportunity to explore 
the other exhibits in the Museum. 

Particular focus was on how organisms 
survived the harsh South Australian 

environment. Students also learnt how 
species that are not able to adapt 

to the environmental conditions can 
become extinct.

After spending the morning in the 
Museum, students had the opportunity 

to purchase lunch in the Adelaide 
Central Arcade food court. We then 

walked down to the Adelaide Botanical 
Gardens, where the bad weather 

luckily held off, and our students got
to explore the diverse flora.

Mr Chad Schoenmakers,
Year 8 HMSCH Care Group Teacher

2019 College President Maybelline San Juan (11 FSMIL) 
was recently selected to represent Gleeson at the UniSA 
Experience Days, held from October 22-26. Maybelline 

attended the ‘Experience Business and Law’ workshop, which 
included sessions on Business, Marketing, Commerce and 

Law.  The workshops were designed to help inform students 
about program choices, providing the chance to discuss career 
options available to them after a degree, and an opportunity to 

experience what life as a UniSA student is like.
Photo: Students enjoyed a mini lecture from a School of Commerce

Senior Lecturer on the financial aspects of business. Students then worked 
in groups to identify income and expenses relating to a business they

had created in their groups earlier in the day.

UNISA EXPERIENCE DAYS 2018 > Exploring Career Pathways



YEAR 10 HEALTH + PE > Flag Footy Unit Evokes Competitive Spirit

During Term 4, the Year 10 Health + 
PE Class learnt all about the highly-

physical game of Flag Football.

After getting a good handle on the 
rules and regulations, we took to 

the GC Oval to compete in teams, 
with students also taking turns to 
officiate the games. Well done to 
all students for their enthusiastic 

participation!

Mr Danny Gloria,
Health + PE Learning Area 

Coordinator

CARTRIDGES 4 PLANET ARK > Recycling Printer Cartridges @ Gleeson
Cartridges 4 Planet Ark is an innovative recycling program that provides Australians 
with a free, easy and environmentally-accredited way to recycle their used printer 

cartridges. As cartridges are made up of a complex mix of plastics, metal, inks 
and toners they represent a significant investment in resources.  When they are 

disposed of into landfill these resources are lost.

That’s why Planet Ark joined with Close the Loop and participating manufacturers 
to set up the Cartridges 4 Planet Ark program. This program collects and returns 
cartridges for remanufacturing and recycling - keeping them out of landfill. Our 

Melbourne-based recycling partner, Close the Loop®, is independently audited on 
an annual basis for its zero waste to landfill guarantee.

Planet Ark is successfully working with Brother, Canon, Epson, HP, Konica Minolta 
and Kyocera to collectively take responsibility for the end life of their products. 

This voluntary Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) program is one of the most 
successful of its type in the world.

Gleeson College is supporting Cartridges 4 Planet Ark with 
collection locations in Student Services and the Thomas Library.



DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES? > SAPOL Information Sessions

Army Reserve Information 
Session Evening

Live Local, Serve Local

Come and speak with current serving soldiers and 
learn about current vacancies and see a variety of 

displays including:

Infantry weapon systems;
Light Cavalry Scout/Protected Mobility Vehicle;

Engineer warfare display;
 Communications equipment; and 

Music from 10/27th Battalion Band.

And enjoy the free sausage sizzle

Army Reserve Information Session Evening

Live Local, Serve Local

Display commences from 7.00 pm on Thursday 
13 December 2018

at Keswick Barracks Sergeants Mess,
Anzac Highway, Keswick

To register attendance or for more information email
 9Bde.Recruiting@defence.gov.au

Enter Keswick Barracks from the main entrance (gate 4) 
opposite Everard Avenue on Anzac Highway.

You will be guided to the car park area near the Keswick 
Barracks Sergeants Mess (Building 186).

KESWICK BARRACKS
Main Entrance

(Gate 4 - opposite
Everard Avenue)

Keswick Barracks
Sergents Mess
Building 186

AN
ZA

C H
WY

GREENHILL ROAD

MAPLE AVENUE

Car park

Whether you’ve made the decision to apply for SA Police or you’re still on the fence, 
our pre-application information seminars will provide you with all the information 
you need to help you prepare for your application. The seminars cover information 
for police officers as well as protective security officers. You can also hear from 
serving police officers about their experiences at the academy and on the job.

Each session covers:
• the requirements and correct submission of application forms
• the SAPOL Recruitment Test (Tafe SA)
• our evaluation and testing processes
• the panel interview
• our physical testing, including required standards and information on how to prepare yourself
• computer competencies required, including Windows 7 and Microsoft Office 2010.

Information seminars normally take place at our Police Headquarters (100 Angas St, Adelaide) and run for approximately 
two hours, from 6.30pm to 8.30pm. From time to time we also run seminars tailored specifically for women and young 
people interested in joining SA Police. These sessions focus on the application and recruitment process, and support services 
available.

To register for a seminar, please complete the form via the following link > 
https://www.police.sa.gov.au/join-us/achievemore/police-officer-careers/
information-seminars/register-for-seminar
Places are limited. Please bring a form of photo ID (for example, your driver’s 
licence) with you on the day and arrive 15 minutes early to allow time to check in.

VISIT THE SAPOL WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION >
https://www.police.sa.gov.au/join-us

https://www.police.sa.gov.au/join-us/achievemore/police-officer-careers/information-seminars/register-for-seminar
https://www.police.sa.gov.au/join-us/achievemore/police-officer-careers/information-seminars/register-for-seminar
https://www.police.sa.gov.au/join-us


Presentation

Evening
>Dame Roma
Mitchell Centre

Wednesday 5 December 2018
6.30pm Carols > 7pm Start

We warmly invite our Gleeson College Community to attend our 2018 Presentation Evening.

Presentation Evening is a great opportunity for staff, students and parents to give thanks and 
celebrate the College’s achievements in 2018. The important awards conferred on the night 
acknowledge the Academic Endeavour and Community Service of our Year 7-11 students.

We will also present our 2019 Student Leadership Team to the community.
The evening will be punctuated by musical presentations from our talented students and

some visual reflections on the many successes we have enjoyed throughout 2018.

With One Heart



As holidays approach, the role that screens and devices will play becomes an increasing concern for parents. Days 
when kids are usually tied up with school and activities make way for many an idle hour and, as such, parents fear 
those hours will be spent largely engaged with a screen or gaming console. While there is certainly no harm in 
some well-balanced screen time and developmentally appropriate online activities, we must remember that, as 
parents, we have an important role in helping our kids manage and balance that screen time. Here are a few 
things we can do:

Understand the battle
It is important parents know the beast they are dealing with. It is easy to shout from another room to get off a 
screen or whinge to our friends that ‘kids of today’ are all addicted to their phones, but we need to recognise the 
pull that many of these devices have. The social networks are designed to keep us liking, commenting and 
sharing. The games cajole us into having ‘just one more’ turn at being the last man standing. These technologies 
tempt us to reach just one more level, or to scroll for just a few minutes more. Our brains experience a dopamine 
release and a sense of insufficiency when we use a device. There is always something else to do or something else 
to scroll through, or one more YouTube video to watch. So our kids are up against it when trying to control their 
time on a device. We need to help them with that.

Get outside
We can complain that kids never go outside and play anymore, but sometimes we have to physically get out there 
with them or offer opportunities in which being outside and active play are appealing. We have to work a little 
harder at this today because we are competing with a device that answers many of our kids’ perceived needs. We 
need them to know that their needs are greater and more varied than what their screens can offer.

Have some rules
Despite their apparent dislike of rules around technology, kids will (one day) appreciate having boundaries to 
help them manage their screen time. Rules can be established regarding time limits, devices in bedrooms, device-
free meal times, etc. Whatever you decide is important, be sure that you have those discussions with your kids. 
And any discussion around rules or consequences should happen away from the screens so they are clear on the 
expectations. (Talking about their screen-time habits while they are just about to be the last man standing on 
Fortnite is probably not going to make for engaging conversation.)

One console on one television…outside the bedroom
Having only one television that is connected to a gaming console or to Netflix is a good way of ensuring that the 

We're a Parenting Ideas school parentingideas.com.au/schools

Technology holiday guide for 
parents
by Martine Oglethorpe 

insights

TECHNOLOGY AND PARENTING 



device gets shared and one child doesn’t monopolise the screen. And leave consoles out of bedrooms where the 
appeal of just one more quick game can very quickly rob them of important sleep time.

Role model
Make sure you are showing your kids how you want them to be. Have times when the devices are put away and 
you give full attention to the people around you. Don’t answer calls or emails at the dinner table. Don’t fall asleep 
with a device landing on your forehead. Take time to get outside and do things active and in nature. Don’t ever 
use a phone while driving. Use the Screen Time feature on iOS products to monitor just how you are using your 
technology and whether you could be making some changes. Kids learn more from what we do than what we say.

We know the technology isn’t going anywhere, and we know there are many wonderful benefits that screens 
provide. But ensure that holidays and downtime hours can be filled with many different experiences and in ways 
that leave your kids in control, even if you have to work a little harder to give them that.

Martine Oglethorpe

Martine Oglethorpe is an accredited speaker with the Office of the eSafety 
Commissioner and has presented to numerous parent groups, schools and teachers. 
She is a speaker, counsellor and educator with a passion for building resilient kids in a 
digital world. Contact details: info@martineoglethorpe.com.au, themodernparent.net, 
facebook.com/themodernparent

We're a Parenting Ideas school parentingideas.com.au/schools
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GG CAMPUS UNIFORM SHOP TERM TRADING
Monday:     1.00pm - 2.30pm
Tuesday:    8.15am - 9.15am
Wednesday:   2.45pm - 4.15pm
First Saturday of Month: 9.00am - 12.00pm

MODBURY DEVON CLOTHING UNIFORM SHOP
OPEN 9.00am - 5.00pm Monday to Friday

+ 9.00am - 12.00pm Saturday  |   P:  8396 6465
Shop 24 Clovercrest Plaza > 429 Montague Rd, Modbury North
**Final day of trade is Sat. 15 Dec. (9am-12pm) > Re-opening on Wed 2 Jan 2019.

SUMMER UNIFORM
> BOOK AN APPT!
Make an appointment 

during the following times 
at GG Campus Shop:

23 OCT - 12 DEC 2018
TUESDAY + WEDNESDAY 
AFTERNOONS > 3-5pm

+ SATURDAY MORNINGS 
9am-12pm

OR at Devon Modbury 
Store > various times 

available commencing
from October.

GOLDEN GROVE CAMPUS UNIFORM SHOP
Devon Clothing | P: 8289 5564

Gleeson
Breakfast Club

When >
Thursday mornings from 8am

Where >
Home Economics J1-1

Come visit + make yourself a toast 
or crumpet and a warm drink.

There is no charge so come along 
and enjoy a small bite or a chat!

The Management and Staff at 
Devon Clothing would like to 

extend their best wishes for a safe 
and happy holiday season to all our 
valued Gleeson College customers.

http://www.gleeson.sa.edu.au

